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The proliferation of low-end low-power internet-of-things (IoT) devices in “smart” environments necessitates secure iden-
tification and authentication of these devices via low-overhead fingerprinting methods. Previous work typically utilizes
characteristics of the device’s wireless modulation (WiFi, BLE, etc.) in the spectrum, or more recently, electromagnetic emana-
tions from the device’s DRAM to perform fingerprinting. The problem is that many devices, especially low-end IoT/embedded
systems, may not have transmitter modules, DRAM, or other complex components, therefore making fingerprinting infea-
sible or challenging. To address this concern, we utilize electromagnetic emanations derived from the processor’s clock to
fingerprint. We present Digitus, an emanations-based fingerprinting system that can authenticate IoT devices at range. The
advantage of Digitus is that we can authenticate low-power IoT devices using features intrinsic to their normal operation
without the need for additional transmitters and/or other complex components such as DRAM. Our experiments demonstrate
that we achieve ≥ 95% accuracy on average, applicability in a wide range of IoT scenarios (range ≥ 5m, non-line-of-sight,
etc.), as well as support for IoT applications such as finding hidden devices. Digitus represents a low-overhead solution for the
authentication of low-end IoT devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the rapidly growing world of IoT and embedded devices, especially low-cost, resource-constrained devices, the
demand for low-overhead secure identification and authentication methods has become increasingly important.
Among various solutions, device fingerprinting has received particular interest due to its advantages including
being external and non-invasive, low-power, and (almost) zero-overhead, making it suitable for detecting and
authenticating low-end and low-power IoT/embedded devices.
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Fig. 1. Fingerprinting devices under various scenarios. Conventional RF fingerprinting methods use various RF modalities,
such as WiFi packets, to fingerprint devices. Recently, Memscope [47] leverages electromagnetic emanations (EME) from the
memory’s clock to fingerprint devices. Our work, Digitus, leverages EMEs from the processor clock for fingerprinting, which
makes it more suitable for low-power resource-constrained IoT devices.

The fingerprinting approaches have been extensively used for authenticating known IoT devices in a network,
while also being used for detecting intruders and malicious (unknown) devices in the same network [30, 35, 48, 52].
More recently, fingerprinting has been also used for privacy protection where a fingerprinting framework is used
to detect hidden devices (e.g., a hidden camera, a network eavesdropper, etc.) in an environment (e.g., home,
office, etc.) [12, 29, 40, 45, 46].

To achieve the above goals for fingerprinting, existing approaches leverage different signal modalities created
by the target devices, including RF signals, electromagnetic radiations, and even magnetic signals [15, 22, 53].
The main shortcoming of the state-of-the-art, however, is the lack of a generic approach that is applicable to
low-end IoT devices with or without radios and/or other complex components such as DRAM, while being robust
against various attacks and operating in a reasonable distance (few meters away). Given the growing popularity of
“smart” environments filled with low-end and low-power IoT and embedded devices, such a generic yet effective
approach is much needed.
To address this pressing need, we propose a new method called Digitus that is suitable for fingerprinting

low-end and resource-constrained IoT and embedded devices. Digitus is a framework that can authenticate
devices at range using latent electromagnetic (EM) emanations radiated from the embedded/IoT devices. The
key idea is to leverage the unique features of the processor’s clock and its various modulations, which are widely
available across a large variety of devices including low-end embedded and IoT systems, to fingerprint devices. To
achieve high accuracy, Digitus employs features engineering and deep neural networks to extract features and
then uses various machine learning classifiers to make a decision.
In comparison with the state-of-the-art, this work offers several advantages, which are described below and

summarized in Fig. 1.

• Support for Low-End IoT and Embedded Devices. While leveraging electromagnetic emanations for
fingerprinting is not new, our approach improves the current state-of-the-art, particularly Memscope [47],
by leveraging only the EM signals and features created in the processor – i.e., unlike state-of-the-art, our
approach uses only the processor and its clock and doesn’t rely on devices having other components like
DRAM, which are not available in low-end IoT devices.
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• Fingerprinting at Range. Many existing works in EM fingerprinting are only applicable in near-field
scenarios. This work extends fingerprinting to long-range (≥ 5m) scenarios, which fits a more realistic setup
for “smart” IoT environment scenarios.

• Broad Applicability. Digitus only leverages electromagnetic emanations from the processor, therefore, as
will be shown in Section 7, is applicable to a wide range of IoT devices with and without radios.

• Multi-device Fingerprinting. Digitus improves the state-of-the-art by fingerprinting multiple devices
simultaneously in the presence of other devices and interference. Existing approaches that leverage EM
emanations for fingerprinting are very limited in fingerprinting devices in the presence of other interferences,
including signals from other (similar) devices.
To realize our method, there are several challenges that need to be addressed. First, we need to find features

that can be used to fingerprint various devices. This requires one to discover characteristics in the spectrum that
are unique to each device and consistent over time. Secondly, we need to test Digitus in a wide range of scenarios
to ensure its usefulness in practical scenarios. Third, we need to show that Digitus is robust against adversarial
attacks in order to ensure that devices in our system cannot be spoofed easily. We describe our design in Sections
3 and 4 and present our results in Sections 6 and 7.

Digitus is well-suited for internet-of-things environments1 such as smart homes, offices, hospitals, etc., where
many devices and sensors may operate. These devices may be resource-constrained or low-power, so utilizing
features that are common among them that do not rely on various complex components (e.g., DRAM, radio) is
needed. As a result, Digitus relies on unique features related to the clock that are widely available in many devices
and are reliable and robust for fingerprinting.
Specifically, the contributions in this work are:
• We propose a system that utilizes electromagnetic emanations from IoT processors to enable fingerprinting
of devices that may not have radios or DRAM at range.

• Wedesign and implement Digitus which extracts features fromEM signals and uses various signal processing
andmachine learning techniques to fingerprint devices. Additionally, Digitus can also leverage deep-learning
methods for implicit feature extraction and fingerprinting where needed.

• We evaluate our system on IoT devices in a wide range of scenarios to demonstrate the effectiveness and
robustness of our approach.

• We analyze our system under two different real-world application scenarios and show its reliability and
robustness against various adversaries.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the current state-of-the-art and
describe the challenges and needs. Section 3 describes why features from an IoT device’s processor clock are
unique and can be used for fingerprinting. We then present the details of our design in Section 4. The setup
for our evaluations is explained in Section 5, and the main results are presented in Section 6. Two application
scenarios are studied in 7. We briefly discuss future works in Section 8 and review other related works in Section
9, and present our conclusions in Section 10.

2 MOTIVATION: WHY A NEW FINGERPRINTING METHOD IS NEEDED?
The increasing presence of IoT and embedded devices in various settings, especially indoor “smart” environments
such as homes, offices, and factory lines, has raised several security and privacy issues.

1When referring to IoT devices, we refer to embedded systems with or without transmitter modules. The benefit of our approach is that
our system makes no assumptions on the supposed activity or inactivity (or lack of) the transmitter module. This provides more flexibility
towards when our system can fingerprint a device.
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An important issue that needs to be addressed in such settings is to properly identify the IoT devices in the
environment and to authenticate them (e.g., for sending and receiving commands and/or data) when needed.
Further, accurate identification is also needed to detect unauthorized devices that may interfere with the network.
Another critical concern arising from the prevalence of these computing devices is the presence of an eaves-

dropper, such as a camera, voice recorder, etc., in an environment. These stealthy devices may or may not be
connected to the network, or may not even have a radio. Instead, these devices are designed to stay hidden and
record sensitive information (e.g., voice, video, etc.) internally.

An effective fingerprinting method is one that can successfully and robustly cover both security (authentication)
and privacy concerns. This means that the fingerprinting method should be able to handle various devices with
different communication technologies, and more importantly, should be able to fingerprint devices that don’t have
radios and/or other advanced and high overhead components.
These requirements suggest that conventional RF fingerprinting methods that leverage unique hardware

features of radio for identification are not broadly applicable to smart environments, although they have been
quite successful in accurately fingerprinting devices with radios in various settings [6, 9, 24, 25, 32].
To address this, more recently, methods based on leveraging physical signals, created and radiated from the

device, have been proposed for fingerprinting. The key advantage of these approaches is that they eliminate
the need for radio frequency signals, as any electronic device creates these unintentional physical signals (often
called physical side-channel signals).

For example, in DeMiCPU [15], the authors propose a fingerprinting technique that identifies CPUs via their
magnetic induction signals. One limitation of DeMiCPU is that these signals can only be measured close by with
a magnetic probe (<16mm). Thus, this approach will not be applicable in IoT scenarios where a device will need
to be measured at a greater distance with an antenna.

More recently, Shen et al. proposed Memscope [47], a fingerprinting framework that leverages electromagnetic
signals created by the device’s DRAM memory unit. The key advantage of Memscope [47] over previous methods
is that it is applicable to devices with and without radios and can fingerprint these devices from large distances.
Further, compared to previous methods that leverage physical signals for fingerprinting, Memscope was the first
method that could achieve fingerprinting from far-field (i.e., ≥ 1𝑚).
The major shortcoming of Memscope [47], however, is that it relies on EM signals from the complex DRAM

memory system on the device. While effective in many classes of devices, including laptops and access points, the
applicability of methods like Memscope is put in serious jeopardy when it comes to low-end IoT and embedded
systems (e.g., simple microcontrollers, sensors, etc.) as these devices lack the necessary setup for creating the
desired electromagnetic emanations. Simple IoT and embedded systems often only have a simple low-end
microcontroller with a small internal memory and an external (off-chip) flash memory. They typically don’t
support advanced memory hierarchy technologies nor other techniques such as spread spectrum clocking (CSS)
which is the foundation of Memscope and other methods [55].

These observations motivate the need for designing a system that is holistic and more applicable to various
classes of devices including low-end devices by leveraging the electromagnetic emanations generated by the
systems’ processor for fingerprinting. Unlike DRAM and radio, the processor clock is widely available in any
microcontroller and/or embedded system.

Fig. 2 summarizes the various scenarios and how each method could be applicable. Table 1 compares existing
works in fingerprinting. Overall, Digitus is applicable to a more generic set of devices (with or without radio
and/or DRAM) making it more suitable for heterogeneous scenarios. Compared to other work, however, the
limitation is a lower range. In the next section, we describe how the digital clock can be used for fingerprinting.
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Fig. 2. A “smart” environment scenario may have many types of devices, such as a device with an RF transmitter module
or access point, a laptop or a high-end IoT device, and a low-end IoT device. Digitus is the only system that satisfies the
constraints of an IoT device with no added hardware.

Table 1. Comparison between Digitus and existing works. RF fingerprinting (devices with transmitter modules), near-field
device fingerprinting, network-based fingerprinting, and fingerprinting of devices with complex memory are the categories.
Note: F.B. = Feature-Based. D.L. = Deep Learning Based. Stat. = Statistically Based.

Approach Range Property Limitation Modality Classifier

RF [6, 9, 24, 32] ~45m TX TX IEEE 802.11 F.B., D.L.,
Imperfections Module Stat.

DeMiCPU [15] 0.02m CPU Near-Field Mag. F.B.Induction

IotFinder [37] ~45m DNS Same IP4, IP6 Stat.Network

Memscope [47] Up to Memory Devices with Memory F.B.30m DRAM Clock
Digitus Up to CPU Limited CPU F.B., D.L.(Our Work) 7.5m Range Clock

3 A PRIMER ON DIGITUS
Electronic devices unintentionally leak information to the outside world via the phenomena called physical
side-channels. These signals can occur in many forms, such as electromagnetic, power, and magnetic side-
channels [16, 39, 55]. In this work, we will be focusing on electromagnetic (EM) side-channels.

Computing devices leak electromagnetic emanations (sometimes called radiations) naturally during operation.
The processing chip on the device and the underlying transistors and capacitors in the circuit experience voltage
(and consequently current) oscillations over time, resulting in emanations, as shown in Fig. 3a. Traditionally, these
emanations have been used to discover encryption keys [18, 56] or other sensitive information [44]. However,
as shown more recently, these emanations can also be leveraged for non-malicious purposes [34, 42], including
fingerprinting [2, 31].
Among various components that could create emanations, the processor’s clock (and its circuitry) creates

signals that can be measured at a distance [10, 41]. Specifically, the processor runs at the frequency of the clock,
which causes switching of logic and circuit components that produces electromagnetic emanations at the clock
frequency. While the usage of emanations (processor or DRAM) for malicious and non-malicious use cases have
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Fig. 3. (a): Electromagnetic emanations from a processor are a direct consequence of the change in voltage and current,
experienced by the hardware over time. (b): Each device has unique clock characteristics, i.e., having different distributions of
various characteristics, such as an envelope of amplitudes (A), duty cycles (D), and periods (P). Given their uniqueness, these
characteristics can be used as features for fingerprinting.

been extensively explored in the past [11, 43, 55], the new observation in this work is that the EM emanations
related to the processor’s clock are unique to each device.
Devices have different clocks with different characteristics, as shown in Fig. 3b. While devices of the same

type may have the same clock frequency, in practice, each device has a different set of clock characteristics due
to manufacturing imperfections. This may be differences in amplitude, duty cycle, as well as period. As a result,
each device exhibits a unique distribution of values for these characteristics that are specific to the device at hand.
Thus, one device’s emanations will be different from another device’s emanations.

Such an approach is fundamentally different from well-established methods in RF fingerprinting. Work has
been done to identify and authenticate wireless devices at range using RF signals [9, 22, 25, 32, 52]. The key insight
is that hardware imperfections within each device’s transmitter module create uniqueness in the transmitted
signal. Digitus, however, is different because it does not rely on additional transmitter modules, as they may not
be available and/or regularly active in many low-end IoT devices. Similarly, phase-locked loops (PLLs) have been
analyzed in fingerprinting [6]. While a valid approach, not all devices have PLLs in either transmission or clock
generation. Additionally, while clock imperfections could be measured, the processing capabilities required to
measure these imperfections at distance would be significant and further information can be derived from EM
emanations beyond a singular clock peak.

This, however, comes at a new and non-trivial challenge. In RF fingerprinting, one can capture a strong signal
that is typically wideband for data analysis with relative ease as it relies on transmitter modules and specific
wireless modulations. Digitus, on the other hand, relies on typically weak signals created by emanations. As
a result, more processing work needs to be done to boost our signal and to extract useful and robust features
especially when it is used at range.

4 DESIGNING THE FINGERPRINTING MODEL
To realize fingerprinting of IoT devices at range via emanations, we design a framework called Digitus to process
data and extract useful information relevant to each device, and classify each signal using a classifier. The overview
is shown in Fig. 4. In this section, we will first present the data collection and preprocessing steps. Then, we will
explain our feature extraction approach. Finally, we will describe the machine learning classification step.

Throughout this section, we use a (small) setup consisting of three identical IoT devices for explaining various
steps and numbers. In the next section, we present our extended setup and its details.
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Fig. 4. This is an outline of Digitus’s steps. It first collects data and prepares for classification. Digitus can use two alternative
learning-based approaches for its decision-making. The primary approach consists of black arrows and gray numbered boxes.
The alternate learning approach (deep-learning) that Digitus can use is shown using green arrows and the green box. When
using the alternate approach, Digitus does not use the feature extraction and ML classifier boxes labeled as 3 and 4 in the
figure. The final step is to classify the samples to make a decision about the device’s ID and mode (i.e., fingerprinting).

We use three Arduino Uno devices as target devices that need to be fingerprinted, and an Ettus USRP software-
defined radio (SDR) with a conventional indoor VHF/UHF antenna as the receiver, placed about 1 meter away
from the target device.

4.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing
First, we need to collect data from our devices. To receive the emanations at far-field distances, an antenna,
and an SDR are used. Different devices have different clock frequencies. Thus, it is desirable to pick a center
frequency that, when chosen, allows for the capturing of each of the different possible frequencies we may
observe. Additionally, due to the strong harmonic behavior of the clock signal (a rectangular-shaped signal),
multiple harmonics of the same signal could be captured and used in our analysis.
We pick two harmonics separated by a frequency offset equivalent to a scalar multiple of the harmonic

frequency (i.e., the clock frequency) such that Digitus can capture information across two bands. These two bands
do not have to be consecutive harmonics, but one should pick two harmonics where the relative interference is
minimal. For example, in our setup, we picked the 18th and 19th harmonics of the target device (Arduino Uno).
Using more harmonics helps to minimize the potential error one may observe when calculating features, but has
a tradeoff with processing complexity.
Another important design decision is to pick a sufficient bandwidth. On one hand, the bandwidth should be

large enough such that it captures the range of the different clock frequencies as well as the relevant sideband
activity from the different devices. On the other hand, the bandwidth should not be so large as to capture
unwanted signals and increase processing time. For our setup, we use 500kHz of bandwidth.
After raw data is collected over-the-air from a device, we need to prepare the data for feature extraction

(described in Section 4.2). The first step is to slice our collected data (n seconds in length) into smaller independent
time slices for processing. We then compute the periodogram over portions of these slices and average over
multiple windows to obtain a smoothed version of the periodogram, reducing noise.

For our deep-learning module, we compute the spectral density for each of the smaller length time slices and
stack them up to form an image or a spectrogram. We compute two images for the two bands and concatenate
them along the depth dimension.
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Fig. 5. Here are spectrograms of two different frequency bands with one device present. The band is sparse. The clock of the
device is noted in each band, with an 16MHz offset denoting the clock harmonic frequency. The surrounding spectrum in
either band is either ambient signal or noise.

4.2 Feature Extraction
4.2.1 Overview. To extract relevant features from the EM emanations created by the device’s processor clock, we
consider both (manual) feature engineering and deep learning methods. When needed, we will compare
the results for both methods and also describe how to choose between the two dynamically.

In the following, we explain our feature engineering method first, by introducing the features we find important
in this problem and the methods for finding them. In Section 4.4, we will then explain our deep learning pipeline.

4.2.2 (Manual) Feature Engineering. The first step for extracting manual features is to distinguish between
relevant signals and any noise and ambient signals, as shown in Fig. 5. To achieve this, we need to first find the
location of the clock in the spectrum. One way we can find the clock in the spectrum is by measuring a device’s
clock signal in a high SNR setting in an offline phase. Once the clock frequency is found, we can reduce our search
space in the spectrum by searching for peaks (energy) around the clock frequencies we found. Another way to
find the clock during the fingerprinting process is to dynamically search for it. This can be done by collecting data
across three or more bands to determine harmonic relations between peaks. The reason we need three or more
harmonics is that we need two or more relations between peaks in order to determine a harmonic relationship
and thus the clock frequency of a device.

In a more complex multi-device scenario, the algorithm is extended to detect and track multiple clocks. Details
will be described in Section 7. Here, we focus on a single device only and use our feature engineering approach
to extract features from the preprocessed EM emanations. We use the following features (shown as F1, F2, etc.):
F1) Clock Harmonic Frequency. The location of the device’s clock harmonic within each band is the first feature
used. This value, if localized correctly, is useful because each device has a unique clock frequency as same-type
devices often have at least 10-100s Hz offset from their pre-defined frequency. Generally, for a given device with
a clock period of 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 and a certain harmonic 𝑛, we have 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛𝑡ℎ 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 =

1
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑

∗ 𝑛.
Care should be taken for this feature, since an adversary could easily spoof it by creating a static tone at each

frequency. Thus, this feature should not be used alone, but in tandem with other features (more details later).
F2) Clock Width. In addition to each device having a specific clock frequency, each clock has a unique response
in the frequency domain. One characteristic relating to the shape of the peak in frequency is the clock width. The
spike observed at the clock frequency has a particular spread across frequencies related to the phase noise.
For this feature to be valid, a sufficiently sized FFT should be used in relation to the bandwidth. The clock

width will be more accurate when the resolution of the FFT is greater.
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F3) Autocorrelation. Autocorrelation is a time-series-based feature that measures the relatedness of one series
with its lagged version in time, as shown in Equation 1, where 𝑠 and 𝑡 refer to two different times, separated by
lag ℎ, and 𝛾 is the sample autocovariance.

𝜌 (𝑠, 𝑡) = 𝛾 (𝑠, 𝑡)√︁
𝛾 (𝑠, 𝑠)𝛾 (𝑡, 𝑡)

, (1)

Autocorrelation is beneficial because it provides a different viewpoint of the device (time domain instead of
frequency domain). To choose the lag, we pick an offset where the autocorrelation for each device is still sufficiently
different from the other devices.

If the bandwidth is large, the autocorrelation computed may include many irrelevant regions of the band. We
apply a bandpass filter around the clock frequency in order to minimize the impact of irrelevant signals.
F4) Strength Ratio Between Clock Harmonics. Each device exhibits a unique frequency response across
harmonics. Due to differences in the clock circuitry and the way the signals are emanated, not all harmonics
exhibit the same signal strength. This feature captures the strength differences between two clock harmonics as
this is unique to each device, with the calculation shown in Equation 2.

𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑆𝑁𝑅 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑 1
𝑆𝑁𝑅 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑 2 ∗ 100. (2)

While using the amplitude of a singular clock could be useful, such a value is prone to errors due to different
levels of attenuation or noise. By utilizing the strength ratio between two harmonics, our analysis will generally
be less affected by attenuation and transient noise.
F5) Cyclic Frequency. We apply cyclostationary analysis, a concept typically used in signal processing [26],
to fingerprinting for the purpose of studying higher-order characteristics of the signal. We apply the spectral
coherence function to our data to capture cyclic relationships between different parts of the band. This is important
as within a single band, there will be frequency information relevant to the target device throughout the band.

We loop over a set of cyclic frequencies, 𝛼 (from 𝑎1 to 𝑎2), and obtain the spectral coherence function for each
frequency. The spectral coherence function is computed by calculating the cyclic power spectrum, as shown in
Equation 3, across the data. We utilize Welch’s Method as provided by the Cyclic Spectral Analysis Toolbox [5].
𝑦𝑛 is the next window across 𝑦, and 𝑥𝑛 is the next window across 𝑥 , where 𝑦 and 𝑥 represent the mirror images of
the same signal with center frequency 𝑓 and cyclic frequency of interest 𝛼 . The number of windows to compute
over is defined by 𝑘 .

𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 =
1
𝑘

𝑘∑︁
𝑛=1

𝑓 𝑓 𝑡 (𝑦𝑛) ∗ 𝑓 𝑓 𝑡 (𝑥𝑛). (3)

We pick the cyclic frequency 𝛼 with the largest magnitude of coherence as a cyclic frequency of interest to our
device, as a large value of coherence demonstrates a greater relevance to our signal.

There are a few reasons why we choose this collection of features but not any other. First, there is a combination
of frequency-domain and time-domain analysis in our features. Features involving the clock (clock harmonic
frequency, clock width, etc.) are in the frequency domain and capture information relevant to the frequency-
domain peaks and the relationship between the peaks. There are other features that are indirectly relevant to the
clock, so a time-domain feature like autocorrelation is used. We utilize cyclostationary analysis to find a feature
that cannot be found by time-domain or frequency-domain analysis alone, such as cyclic frequencies.
Secondly, since we only want to focus on the clock and its relative features, other activities and parameters

including those relevant to phase and/or other components, such as memory, are not included in our model.
Our feature engineering approach described above has several merits. However, for thoroughness, we use a

complementary approach, specifically, a deep learning method that does not need explicit feature extraction. In
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Table 2. Mean for the extracted features in three same-type devices used in our setup.

Device Clk Harmonic Freq Autocorr Strength Ratio Clk Harmonics
Device 1 288 MHz + 13.484 kHz -0.568 102.249
Device 2 288 MHz + 17.215 kHz -0.487 128.558
Device 3 288 MHz + 13.835 kHz -0.561 104.497

Table 3. Standard Deviation for the extracted features in three same-type devices used in our setup.

Device Clk Harmonic Freq Autocorr Strength Ratio Clk Harmonics
Device 1 59.442 Hz 0.00139 29.823
Device 2 46.580 Hz 0.00106 95.355
Device 3 81.848 Hz 0.00315 32.306

our deep learning method, we feed the spectrograms corresponding to the two different bands (see the end of
Section 4.1) as input to a neural network. The output of the neural network is the fingerprinting output. The
architecture of the neural network used in our deep learning approach is presented later in this section.

4.3 Feature Robustness
Before explaining the design of Digitus’ classifiers, we present our study on the robustness of the selected features
using various metrics. Features need to be unique to a specific device and consistent over time and different
setups in order to be effective for fingerprinting.

The first metric is time. Features need to be consistent across time and this can be across times of day, across
different days, and across different times of operation. We explore these factors throughout the remainder of this
section. Second, features need to be consistent across different setups and environments. For instance, Digitus
should be able to fingerprint a device in a line-of-sight scenario and a non-line-of-sight scenario. Digitus should
perform well when the board is closer to the receiver or farther away from the receiver. We explore these tests in
our sensitivity analyses in §6.

To demonstrate these features are unique, we apply statistical measures such as mean and standard deviation
to the three devices in our setup (Arduino Unos). We desire for the means of different features for each device to
be separated sufficiently from other devices’ features and that the spread of data we see (measured by standard
deviation) to be sufficiently small. A few of the results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3.

For many features, we see a substantially different mean and standard deviation for each device in relation to
the means and standard deviations of other devices. Some features such as autocorrelation and the clock harmonic
frequency achieve greater separation, whereas others such as the strength ratio between clock harmonics achieve
less separation. This does not mean this feature is not useful, but rather there is more variance observed across
different samples and this feature needs to be utilized with other features. Note that although the autocorrelation
values are negative, the autocorrelation for a specific device is unique and consistent over time.

We examine the effects of long-term usage on two devices of different types over the course of one month
while being powered on the entire time. We measure the clock frequency and the temperature throughout the
day (morning, afternoon, and evening) in order to capture day-to-day variations in clock drift and temperature.
In addition to these two devices we test over a month, we also test the remaining devices for a single week for
completeness in order to compare.
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Table 4. Standard deviations of clock frequency and temperature over a month for two devices (one of each type), as well as
over a week for the remaining devices. The devices are stable relative to drifts seen in our measurements.

One Month One Week
Device Clock Frequency Temperature Clock Frequency Temperature

Device Type A 58.2 Hz 0.52 ◦C 42.8 Hz 0.46 ◦C
Device Type B 116 Hz 0.50 ◦C 142 Hz 0.55 ◦C

Fig. 6. This figure shows the normal distribution of measured center clock frequencies measured for Dev1, Dev2, and Dev3
across our set of measurements. Dev1 and Dev3 are close to each other in frequency, whereas Dev2 is at the opposite end of
the band. The right side is a zoomed-in version of Dev1 and Dev 3. The expected frequency drift of ∼200Hz fits within the
normal distribution of each device’s clock frequency.

Table 4 shows the standard deviation of clock frequency and temperature for both device types across one
week and one month. We see that the clock frequency and temperature are both relatively stable when the device
is plugged in for an extended time period. Additionally, there was a negligible change in clock frequency from
the first day to the last day. We further examine the effects of long-term usage in Section 6.

To demonstrate the clock frequency measurements for each device are separated in the spectrum, we measure
the center clock frequency of each device repeatedly to obtain a distribution of each device’s clock. The reason
we obtain a distribution is due to each clock’s tendency to drift over time. Fig. 6 showcases the clock frequency
distributions for three devices, with the graph on the right side being a zoomed-in version of the dotted region on
the left side. For Dev 1 (Device Type A, one month), the expected drift of clock frequency (∼200Hz) is within the
normal distribution of observed clock frequencies during our measurements. This is true for the other devices in
our experiments as well.

4.4 Machine Learning Models for Classification and Feature Extraction
The last step in Digitus is to classify the device and make decisions about its ID and mode. The ID reveals which
device this is, where the numbers could be anything between 0 to N, where N represents all the devices seen
during the training. Alternatively, the device may not be part of the training set (e.g., a new device that is added
to the set). This is explored in Section 7. The other output of the classifier is the device’s mode (e.g., whether it is
transmitting or idle). We will also explain why this would be needed in Section 7.
To achieve the best accuracy, we implement seven different classifiers: Logistic Regression, Support-Vector

Machine, K-Nearest Neighbors, Decision Tree, Extra Trees, Random Forest, and (deep) Neural Network. Among the
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Fig. 7. The architecture of the neural network used in Digitus. The input is the pre-processed EM signals (not the features).
The number of output blocks, L, varies according to the task and will be specified for different experiments in Section 7.

non-neural network models, Random Forest (max depth = 15 and the number of trees = 100) performs the best
and is used throughout the evaluations in the next sections.
We will also compare the performance of the Random Forest classifier with our customized (deep) neural

network classifier in Section 7.
The architecture of the neural network that we use in Digitus is shown in Fig. 7. We use a convolutional

neural network (CNN) architecture as the input to the neural network is an image and CNNs are known to
work well with images by exploiting their spatial correlation. We use a ResNet-like architecture to train a deep
model without overfitting. For pre-processing of the input to our deep learning approach, we use n = 0.5 seconds
(capture length of an example) from a single band, and we take 400 points FFT on the smaller time slices. Then
for each of two consecutive smaller time slices, we retain the maximum value per FFT bin. This way, we end
up with 313 smaller time slices (our sampling rate is 500 kHz) and we get the input of our neural network to be
400 × 313 × 2. The last dimension, i.e., 2, is due to the use of two bands. (Note that the deep learning module
takes the preprocessed samples as the input and not the features explained before.)

For each test, to minimize overfitting, wemake sure to obtain data across different times, days, and environments
to diversify our training set. We also use grid search on data separate from the test data to tune each model’s
hyperparameters to the best of our ability.
It is important to highlight that we envision the classifier (i.e., ML or deep learning) being implemented on a

gateway where one device controls and monitors all devices in a room/space. As a result, the target devices (i.e.,
devices that are to be fingerprinted) won’t be impacted by the choice of the classifier as it is external to each.

5 EVALUATION SETUP
To test our feature-based fingerprinting approach, we design a wide range of experiments to gauge performance.
Fingerprinting needs to be tested in several different setups and environments in order to showcase the robustness
of our features.
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Fig. 8. (a) This is the baseline test experimental setup. The distance between the device and the receiver is 1m. (b) These are
the devices used in Digitus. Columns (I) and (V) are used in the baseline test and sensitivity analyses. Columns (I-IV) are
used in the intra-device test.

The various measurements are conducted inside a lab room in a building within a metropolitan area with a
high chance of interference. No adjustments or optimizations are made to increase the signal strength of the
device being tested in order to realistically demonstrate the feasibility of our approach.
The basic setup is shown in Fig. 8a. The device under test is attached to a tripod. The receiver’s antenna is

attached to a moveable cart placed away from the test device. This setup allows for easy reconfiguration for
different experiments. The antenna used is a COTS VHF/UHF indoor TV antenna [4], which is connected to a
USRP B205mini-i software-defined radio [7].

The devices we use are two commonly usedmicrocontrollers: Arduino Uno [51] and STM 32 [1].We specifically
choose these devices since they don’t have radios and/or DRAM; thus, none of the existing methods would
be able to fingerprint them from range (i.e., a meter away or more). The collection of boards utilized in the
experiments is shown in Fig. 8b. Both types of devices have a 16MHz clock on board. No changes were made to
the hardware for each device.

Each device is measured in both an “idle” state where the board is in power-saving mode (i.e., it is on but does
not actively execute any instructions) as well as an “active” state where the board is running a program.
For our data collection, we use 288MHz and 304MHz as harmonic frequencies, with a bandwidth of 500kHz.

288MHz and 304MHz are derived based on the base clock frequency of 16MHz (18th and 19th harmonic, respec-
tively) as well as the relative strength of the clock and minimal ambient signal in these bands. 500kHz bandwidth
is experimentally determined as sufficient bandwidth to capture the relevant signals.

6 RESULTS
The goal of this section is to demonstrate the robustness of Digitus in different realistic scenarios 2. We hope to
answer these basic questions:
(1) Baseline Test. Are emanations created by a device’s processor clock indeed unique and useful across multiple

similar (same type) and different devices?
(2) Temporal Consistency. Is Digitus stable across time? By measuring fingerprints at different times of the

day, we should be able to showcase each device’s stability across different measurements as well as robustness
to changes in the channel.

2The code and data for this section are available online (See Section 10).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Comparison of the F1 score (a) and test accuracy (b) for 6 different feature-based classifiers (Logistic Regression,
Support-Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbors, Decision Tree, Extra Trees, and Random Forest) on the baseline test (3x
Arduino Unos, 3x STM 32’s, distance of 1m). Random Forest has the highest F1 score and test accuracy.

(3) Clock Drift and Temperature Effects. Clock drift and temperature are prominent factors that affect the
operation of a device. In this section, we demonstrate the effects of clock drift and temperature on Digitus.

(4) Spatial Consistency. Is Digitus stable across different setups? Digitus should work at longer distances
(i.e., attenuation) and even in non-line-of-sight scenarios. In this way, we hope to demonstrate Digitus’s
applicability to real-world scenarios.

(5) Scalability Within Device. Is Digitus applicable to a larger set of same-type devices? In a fingerprint dataset,
there may be multiples of the same-type devices (we call it an intra-device test). By testing ten versions of the
same device (Arduino Uno) in one set, we hope to show that Digitus can distinguish between all of them.

(6) Spoofing Resistance. In order for Digitus to provide reliable authentication, we need to demonstrate
resistance to spoofing. Adversaries may try to mimic the fingerprints of the devices. Thus, we use our best
judgment to spoof our devices and see how our model performs.
The following tests are independent of each other (the percentages in Table 5 are not additive). However,

these experiments overlap in coverage. For example, the Attenuation and Non-Line-of-Sight measurements
both measure reduced signal strength. Thus, we would expect the worst-case test accuracy to be around the
worst-performing scenario outside of spoofing (Attenuation 7.5m has a test accuracy of 89.6%).

We also provide the deep learning results alongside the feature-based results. Additionally, we will discuss the
two approaches further in Section 8.

6.1 Baseline Test
For the baseline test, we test three Arduino Unos and three STM 32s. The three Arduinos come from the same
shipment, as well as the STM 32s. The distance between each device and the receiver is 1m. The goal of this test is
to analyze whether the features from the processor’s clock are indeed unique and useful.
A total of five rounds of data are taken. Three rounds of data are from one day (one in the morning, one at

noon, and one in the afternoon), whereas the other two rounds are from separate days separated by more than
one month from the former rounds. For each round, we make sure to turn on our devices sufficiently long enough
to stabilize and be within the distribution found in Fig. 6. We combine all these rounds of data and divide into a
train-test split. For the baseline test, we use feature engineering (see Section 4.2) and six different classifiers.
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Table 5. Baseline Test experimental metrics as well as sensitivity experiments beyond the baseline test (temporal, long-term,
temperature, attenuation 3m, attenuation 7.5m, non-line-of-sight, intra-device, and spoofing). Test accuracy is displayed for
both our feature-based and deep learning models for each scenario.

Feature-Based Deep Learning
Experiment Test Accuracy Test Accuracy
Baseline Test 95.1% 97.5%
Temporal Test 91.5% 94.6%
Long-Term Test 96.3% 95.6%
Temperature 90.2% 91.2%

Attenuation (3m) 99.4% 93.9%
Attenuation (7.5m) 89.6% 80.1%
Non-Line-of-Sight 92.7% 94.8%

Intra-Device 96.1% 97.0%
Spoofing HackRF 96.3% 88.1%
Spoofing USRP 80.5% 87.2%

Spoofing (w/ training) 96.0% 97.2%

Results are shown in Fig. 9, which shows the F1 scores and test accuracies achieved for these classifiers. The
best test accuracy achieved is 95.1% from the Random Forest classifier. To provide more insight, in Fig. 10a, we
depict the confusion matrix for the Random Forest classifier. We see that the classifier has the most difficulty
with stm1 and stm3 devices. This makes sense as stm1 and stm3’s features are visually similar to each other. This
test demonstrates that the features are unique and useful and fingerprints measured are consistent across different
times of day and across various devices.

6.2 Temporal Test
We further test our features’ temporal consistency. For this test, we analyze the same three Arduino Unos and
three STM 32s as before. Using the data from the baseline test in 6.1 as the training set, we obtain another set of
data from a completely separate day as the test set to see how our model performs (i.e., unlike the first test, the
training set does not contain any samples from this new day/measurement). Note that, this is in contrast with
the state-of-the-art. To the best of our knowledge, while Memscope [47] conducted measurements across a
month to test temporal consistency, they did not attempt to completely separate rounds of data for test purposes.
We, however, argue that this should have been considered since it is a more realistic (training happens in a
completely different time frame), but harder problem.
For the feature-based method, for this test and all further experiments (including sensitivity analyses and

applications), we use the baseline test as training data and use the data collected for the given experiment as the
test set in order to demonstrate Digitus’ ability to generalize.

In Table 5, we see that the test accuracy is 91.5%. While the test accuracy has decreased from the baseline test,
our model is still able to maintain a reasonable level of accuracy, thus showing its ability to generalize to new data
recorded at a completely different time.

6.3 Long-Term Study
For the long-term study, we classify the two devices that were tested over a month in Section 4. The two devices
picked were representative of the distribution of devices (Arduino 1 and STM 1). We collect data at the beginning,
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Fig. 10. (a) Confusion matrix for a random forest classifier with data from 3 Arduino Unos and 3 STM 32s, with a distance of
1m. The numbers represent the number of examples per bin. (b) Confusion matrix for a random forest classifier with data
from ten Arduino Unos, with a distance of 1m.

middle, and end of the month. The goal of this test is to see the effect of clock drift from long-term usages on
Digitus.

In Table 5, the test accuracy for the long-term study is 96.3%. Additionally, there is no decrease in accuracy when
comparing the model’s test accuracy on data from the end of the month compared to data from the beginning of
the month. This demonstrates our model’s robustness to clock drift seen in long-term usages.

6.4 Temperature Effects
For the temperature test, we expose our devices to cold and hot environmental temperatures (~10 degrees Celsius
delta from room temperature in both directions) to examine the effect of temperature deviations on classification
accuracy. By measuring the internal temperature of each device, we see the environmental temperature change
induces a 5-10 degrees Celsius internal temperature change in the positive and negative direction for each device.
In addition, this temperature difference causes clock drift to the system as well. In this way, we evaluate Digitus’s
robustness towards realistic temperature changes in the surrounding environment as well as further amounts of
clock drift, which are all forms of temporal variation.
In Table 5, the resulting test accuracy is 90.2% (with similar results when hot and cold data are separate test

sets), demonstrating that our model can withstand temperature variations and further clock drift changes.

6.5 Attenuation Test
For the attenuation test, we test the same three Arduino Unos and three STM 32s, but at two new distances
on a different day: 3m and 7.5m (recall that the training set is still the baseline test setup). The 7.5m setup is
the maximum distance possible in the lab. The setup is shown in Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b. The goal of this test is
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Fig. 11. (a): This is the attenuation test where the device is 3m away from the receiver. (b): This is the attenuation test where
the device is 7.5m away from the receiver. (c): This is the non-line-of-sight test, where the device and receiver are separated
by a point-to-point distance of around 3m.

to demonstrate the system’s robustness to longer distances and increased levels of attenuation, even when the
model is trained on a different setup (i.e., 1m and different days).
In Table 5, we see that at 3m, the test accuracy is 99.4%, whereas, at 7.5m, the test accuracy is 89.6%. This

demonstrates that the model performs comparatively better at closer distances, but still maintains reasonable
performance even as the device is farther away, a scenario one would find in a “smart room” IoT scenario as devices
may find themselves in different positions in a room. Note that the accuracy at 3m is actually greater than at 1m.
This indicates the uncertain effect of the channel and signal propagation paths on the strength of the emanations.
A general rule of thumb, however, is the strength of the emanations will decrease as distance and/or attenuation
levels increase.

6.6 Non-Line-of-Sight
We further examine the spatial consistency of Digitus by using the same three Arduino Unos and three STM 32s
as before but this time in a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) setting. The point-to-point distance between the device and
the receiver is 3m, and the sides of the triangle are 2.25m and 2m, as shown in Fig. 11c.

In Table 5, the test accuracy is 92.7%. Similar to the attenuation test, we see that Digitus maintains reasonable
performance even under changes of setup and environment. In a real-world scenario, boards may not be directly
facing the receiver or may be separated by a wall. Thus, it is important that we can maintain accuracy when
these scenarios arise.

6.7 Intra-Device Test
For the intra-device (i.e., same-type devices) test, we evaluate ten Arduino Unos. The first three Arduino Unos are
the same as the previous tests. Arduinos 4-6 come from another separate shipment. Arduino 7 is an individual
board and did not come with any other Arduino Unos. Arduino 8 is from a different manufacturer. Arduinos 9-10
are from another separate shipment.

The distance between the device and the receiver is 1m. We collect two rounds of data on separate days and try
two combinations of training and test sets using the two rounds of data. We compute our metrics as the average
of the two combinations. The goal of this test is to scale up the number of boards, specifically of the same device
type, to see if the system can distinguish between types well.
In Table 5, the test accuracy is 96.1%. Additionally, the confusion matrix in Fig. 10b shows that the model is

able to distinguish between the different Arduinos, with slight difficulty with Arduino 4. These results show that
Digitus scales up with more devices of the same type.
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6.8 Device Spoofing
To model a spoofing attack and demonstrate spoofing resistance, we attempt to spoof our devices in the baseline
test using our best judgment and effort and analyze how Digitus performs against these spoofed samples. The
idea is that an adversary may try to mimic the fingerprints/signals of a known device. Thus, in order for Digitus
to provide reliable authentication, we need to demonstrate resistance to spoofing.

To implement the attack, we use two software-defined radios: HackRF [17] and a USRP B205mini-i [7]. We use
them to create RF signals similar to the expected EM emanations. The aim is to create frequency spikes at the
clock frequencies of each board, as well as match the SNR and other characteristics as accurately as possible. The
spoofing measurements were taken on completely separate days and times from the training data and had some
feature variation. We repeat the experiment using both radios.
To enable detection of spoofing, we add the notion of classification confidence to Digitus, where a threshold,

T, is used to identify a device, otherwise, it will be labeled as “unknown” or spoofed. We experimentally set the
threshold to optimize the relationship between false positives and false negatives. We find via the validation set
that 𝑇 = 85% provides a good balance between fingerprinting accuracy and spoofing detection.

In Table 5, we see the test accuracies for thresholding on the HackRF data (96.3%) and thresholding on the USRP
data (80.5%). This demonstrates that Digitus can adequately handle spoofing and performs differently depending on
the quality of the spoofer. We also conduct an experiment where we split the spoofed samples (both HackRF and
USRP) into a train and test split, where we add an additional class called “other”. This results in a test accuracy of
96.0%, showing the value of training on spoofed samples to prepare our model for potential spoofers.

6.9 Performance of Deep Learning Approach
Along with our feature-based machine learning method, we also evaluate our deep learning approach for each
of the experiments in Table 5. We observe that, in general, the performances for both of our approaches are
comparable. However, for the attenuation experiments, the deep learning approach is slightly inferior to the
feature-based method. We believe this is due to the fact that the signals collected in the attenuation experiments
have a much lower signal-to-noise ratio. This affects the deep learning approach as it has difficulty differentiating
between targeted signals and environmental interference and noise.

7 APPLICATIONS AND USECASES

7.1 Room Monitoring with Hidden Device Detection
The first scenario presented and evaluated here is leveraging Digitus to ensure privacy. Particularly, Digitus
can be used to identify devices that are not part of the authorized list of devices that could operate in a room.
Examples are “hidden” devices in a room such as a camera, voice recorder, etc. where they may or may not have
a radio and their goal is to eavesdrop and/or steal private information.
While such detection capabilities has been explored in prior work [12, 14, 29, 40, 45, 46], the key advantage

of our approach compared to the state-of-the-art is that we can detect a wider range of devices including tiny
embedded devices that don’t have radios and/or DRAM.
We outline the experimental setup in Fig. 12. In this experiment, we assume there are multiple authorized

devices already present in the room (two devices in our experiment). A third device (i.e., the hidden device) not in
the training set is activated in the room in idle mode (within the red dashed box in the figure, the target device).
We test a total of five different configurations of the devices physically in the room to provide a more extensive
evaluation. We then repeat the experiment this time with the third device in the training set (i.e., authorized).
The first scenario is called open set while the second is closed set.
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Fig. 12. This figure shows five different setups for the hidden device test and the determining device state test. The target
device is surrounded by a red dashed box. The direction of the board in relation to the receiver is shown by the blue arrows
(a horizontal blue arrow means the board is facing perpendicular to the receiver). There are three distances: 1m, 3m, and
7.5m. Additionally, in Setup 4 and Setup 5, the devices at the same distance are separated by 1m.

Table 6. This table shows results for the various applications and usecases: hidden devices and device state. For each
experiment, we provide a description of the test as well as the feature-based (FB) test accuracy and the deep learning (DL) test
accuracy. Closed set refers to a scenario where the target device was seen in the training set, while open set is the opposite.

Experiment Description FB Test Accuracy DL Test Accuracy

Hidden Devices Closed Set 99.0% 98.9%
Open Set 66.0% 84.0%

Device State Singular Device 72.1% 92.5%
Multiple Devices, Target Device 80.0% ≥99.9%

The goal for Digitus is to detect the presence of a new device AND to correctly identify (1) the target device as
outside the set in the first scenario (true positive) OR (2) the target device as inside (i.e., authorized) in the second
scenario (true negative). In both cases, two in-set (authorized) devices are present in the room.
We test seven combinations of devices across ten Arduinos. Arduinos 1 and 2 are always in the set, in the

background of the room in idle mode. We obtain captures of each of Arduinos 4-10 as the target device. For our
testing data, we take one of Arduinos 4-10 as out-of-the-set whereas the remaining Arduinos are deemed in the
set. The training and validation data consist of only the devices in the set. We then repeat the experiment, this
time while having all the devices in the training set in order to test true negatives.
Using our feature engineering method and a Random Forest classifier, we evaluate the accuracy of Digitus

for this use case. The first step is to extend the algorithm described in Section 4.2 to extract multiple clocks and
features. To achieve that, we utilize the same clock search, except we search for multiple clocks.

Once features are extracted, Digitus uses a Random Forest classifier to fingerprint devices. We use the validation
data to select a threshold, where the threshold is defined as the lowest prediction probability of a correct prediction.
When testing, any prediction that has a probability less than this threshold is deemed an outlier (i.e., a hidden
device). We obtain an average accuracy of 83.0% (true positive of 66% and true negative of 99%) across all seven
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Fig. 13. (a) This plot shows the outlier (hidden) detection rate on different Arduinos with the two approaches of Digitus,
where the dashed lines show the average for each. (b) This plot shows state classification accuracy across different captures
(data set) with the two approaches of Digitus.

combinations of devices. Looking deeper into the individual test accuracies, we obtain 100% or near 100% test
accuracies for Arduino 5, 6, and 8, but around 62% test accuracies for Arduino 4 and 9. A possible explanation
for this varying performance is that Arduino 4 and 9’s fingerprints appear more alike to existing fingerprints,
whereas Arduino 5, 6, and 8 have more distinct fingerprints.

While the handcrafted features can achieve high accuracy in the true negative classification task, they encounter
challenges in detecting unseen devices or outliers. Hence, for this task, we test Digitus with our deep learning
model that can extract potentially more complicated yet subtle features from the signals without manual effort.

For the evaluation of the deep learning approach, we use the same sets of training and testing data, and also the
same strategy to determine the threshold for rejecting an outlier device as done for the feature-based approach.
As the model will learn from 7 and 6 known (authenticated) devices, for closed set and open set tasks, respectively,
we have correspondingly 𝐿 = 7 and 𝐿 = 6 outputs from the model (refer to Fig. 7). Each output 𝑜𝑖 predicts whether
the input signal corresponds to device 𝑖 or not. Then, for the decision, the model declares the device label to be 𝑗

if the prediction confidence of 𝑜 𝑗 is maximum among all the outputs.
The deep learning approach obtains an average accuracy of 91.5% (true positive of 84.0% and true negative of

98.9%) across all seven combinations of devices. It can be observed that while the deep learning approach yields a
true negative rate comparable to the feature-based approach, it improves the true positive rate (outlier detection
rate) significantly comparable to the feature-based approach. A more detailed result is shown in Fig. 13 (a).

7.2 Determining Device State for Fingerprinting Transmitters
Another important application of Digitus is to determine a device’s state or mode. There are a few interesting
use cases for this. For instance, one may like to identify if a target device is actively completing a task whereas
the other devices are idle in order to authenticate the target device. The other is to leverage EM emanations for
fingerprinting devices with radios. The key idea is that the existing infrastructure for Digitus can be reused even
for devices with radios and eliminate the need for an additional RF fingerprinting module. RF fingerprinting
methods are often dependent on the characteristics of the RF signals (e.g., signaling protocol, modulation type,
etc.) that are being transmitted. Digitus is a robust alternative to such RF fingerprinting approaches by virtue of
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being agnostic to the RF signals. For this test, we assume that the Arduino devices are using a LoRA module
connected via I2C as the radio (Semtech SX1262 [50]).
To study this, first, we hope to demonstrate Digitus’s ability to identify a singular device’s state (i.e., idle vs.

transmit/program) without the presence of other devices in the room. Using the data from Section 6.7, we attempt
to identify both the device ID and the device state. We test four combinations of data and take an average for the
test accuracy. For our feature-based approach, we obtain an average of 72.1% test accuracy (across both device
ID and device state), with a standard deviation of 5.4%. For the deep learning approach, we have 𝐿 = 7 + 2 = 9
outputs, where each output corresponds to a device ID (Ard 4-10) or a device state (idle or program), with a total
of 9 output labels. Then, for the decision, the model selects two outputs, one for the device label and one for the
state label. The model declares the device label to be 𝑗 if it has the maximum confidence in the output among all
the device outputs and the state 𝑘 that has the maximum output confidence among all the state outputs. With the
deep learning approach, we obtain an average accuracy of 92.5% with a standard deviation of 3.4%, when both ID
and state are classified correctly. A more detailed result is shown in Fig. 13 (b).
A reason why deep learning could perform better than feature-based is that features for idle compared to

program may look similar in a feature-based approach. In contrast, a deep learning approach could learn useful
characteristics from different parts of the spectrum that our feature-based model cannot capture.

Next, we test the case where multiple devices are in the room at the same time. We utilize the experimental
setup shown in Fig. 12. Arduino 1 and 2 are in the background in idle mode, and Arduino 3 is always the test
device in transmit/program mode. Digitus needs to correctly identify the state of Arduino 3 with the presence
of the interferences from Arduino 1 and 2. For training, we use the individual captures from Arduino 1 (idle), 2
(idle), and 3 (idle and program). Moreover, we augment our training dataset with one capture in the presence of
real interfered signals for all the setups shown in Fig. 12. Then, we test on another unseen capture for the same
setups in Fig. 12.
In this task, Digitus can correctly identify the state of the target device 80% and ≥ 99.9% of the time with the

feature-based approach and the deep learning approach, respectively. In this case, the deep learning model has
𝐿 = 2 outputs, corresponding to the idle and program states of Arduino 3, and the model will select the state with
the higher confidence in the output.

We observe that our feature-based model often mispredicts the target device to be in idle mode. This is because
the difference in features between idle and program for a specific device is small, whereas the deep learning model
can learn those differences more accurately. For the surrounding idle devices, we note that the feature-based
model has more trouble with the device that is further away from the receiver, which makes sense as the signal
will be more attenuated. Generally speaking, our model is able to succeed in determining the device state of
various devices that are together in the same room.

8 DISCUSSIONS

8.1 Feature-Based Versus Deep Learning
In Section 7, we demonstrate the usefulness of a feature-based approach as well as the merits of a deep learning
approach. Feature-based is suitable for situations where we desire to fingerprint the device type, such as the results
in Section 6 as well as closed set problems. Deep learning can thrive in scenarios where more complex information
in the band is needed to separate between classifications, such as in open set problems or classification between
device states. Consequently, the decision on which one to use is made dynamically based on the application. The
computational resources available also need to be considered. If computational resources are available, such as in
the cloud, deep learning may be a better option considering the training time and the complexity of the model. In
scenarios where resources are limited and computation may need to be closer to the edge, feature-based may
be better. We summarize the differences between feature-based compared to deep learning in Table 7. Despite
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Table 7. Comparison between Feature-based (F.B.) and Deep Learning (D.L.) approaches. There exists a tradeoff between
these two approaches that need to be considered when selecting the approach; however, both methods are viable options
due to their similar performance in our different test cases.

Metric F.B. D.L. Notes

Input Length 5 s 0.5 s Deep Learning has more flexibility in terms of input length
compared to feature-based.

Model Complexity ↓ ↑ Feature-based is more efficient in terms of training and model
size.

Environment Sensitivity ↓ ↑ Feature-based is better suited to handle environmental changes.
Deep learning requires more training data and/or retraining.

Simple Task ↑ ↑ Both approaches perform comparably in the tasks shown in
Section 6.

Complex Task ↔ ↑ In more complex tasks, Deep Learning may perform better due
to an ability to learn more complex information.

these differences, we believe that feature-based and deep-learning approaches are both viable options due to
their comparable performance in many scenarios.
Future work could involve adding increasingly complex features to the feature-based approach or further

systematizing the interaction between feature-based and deep learning.

8.2 Authentication Protocol
For Digitus to be effective, an authentication protocol needs to be in place. One potential method is for a device
to signal they are ready to be authenticated by running a particular program. This assumption holds because the
majority of devices should be in an idle state most of the time in an IoT scenario. In Section 7, we demonstrated
Digitus’ ability to identify a target device’s ID and its program state in the presence of other, idle devices. In this
way, the receiver can see the device is ready to be authenticated and the receiver can begin the fingerprinting
process. If two or more devices are active at the same time, we can attempt to fingerprint all of them at once or
can authenticate via a round-robin access protocol, an implementation left to future work.

A second potential method is to authenticate a device while it is sending data to the gateway. As the device will
unintentionally emanate during transmission, the most efficient use of fingerprinting would be to authenticate
the device during the transmission of data and bypass the need for the device to run an authentication program. In
this way, the target device would be active for less time, increasing efficiency. We leave the actual implementation
to future work.

Embedded IoT devices may be inactive for large periods of times or in low-power states. To obtain the fingerprint
of a device in these scenarios, Digitus periodically scans expected frequency ranges of various device clocks to
obtain the fingerprint of the device when the device is "on". Once this fingerprint is obtained, Digitus can handle
scenarios where the device is off (the device cannot transmit in the off state, thus there is no need to fingerprint),
as well as the "on" state (the fingerprint had been collected already). Additionally, in Section 6, we demonstrate
Digitus’s ability to classify devices in sleep mode.

8.3 Program-Agnostic Fingerprinting
To be more generic, Digitus needs to be effective when different types of programs are active on different devices.
We attempted to capture some of those differences with our “program” and “idle” states and Digitus was able
to accurately classify each device’s mode (especially when using deep learning). In future work, we need to be
able to handle different programs. Each device may have different tasks and our fingerprinting system should
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successfully authenticate the device no matter which state it is in. Additionally, it is possible that while we are
fingerprinting, the target device may even switch between states (either between different programs or between
program and idle). We need to guarantee that our system can handle these transitions as the fingerprinter cannot
control the device state. Thus, a more robust analysis of the effect of different programs and the relationship
between states should be studied.

9 RELATED WORK
Fingerprinting Near Field.Much existing work focuses on fingerprinting devices via their side-channels at
near-field ranges [2, 53]. In EM-ID [53], the authors utilize a near-field antenna to measure emanations in order
to replace RFID. A cosine similarity function is used to identify devices. Additional machine learning techniques
can also be used to fingerprint. For example, sparse bayesian linear regression can be used to identify both the
device and the software on the device at near-field ranges [31]. Feature-based approaches have been developed to
identify devices such as laptops, phones, and USB flash drives [15, 23]. A neural network based industrial control
flow monitoring system called Zeus has also been developed using near-field emanations [19].
Compared to existing work, Digitus is beneficial because we are able to extend the authentication range.

Fingerprinting RF Devices at Range. Fingerprinting RF devices with transmitter modules is a well known field.
Many works attempt to identify devices within wireless networks using unique characteristics of the transmitted
signal caused by transmitter module imperfections [9, 22, 25, 32, 52]. An approach has been developed to handle
changes in the region of interest as well as fingerprinting automation [54]. The impact of channel [3] as well
as differences in modulation [20] on identification is also important. Work has also been done on features for
RF devices. Features such as modulation offset and I/Q offset can be used [36]. For ZigBee devices, work has
been done to select features using multiple discriminant analysis [8]. A framework of choosing features per
authentication device has also been developed [38].
Compared to existing work, Digitus is wireless modulation agnostic and transmitter module independent.

Authentication and Security Applications. One application of authentication is hidden device detection. In
EarFisher [46], the authors distinguish eavesdroppers from legitimate devices by listening to the natural emissions
from device memory accesses. In Ghostbuster, it is shown that even passive receivers that are eavesdropping can
be identified via RF signal leakage [12]. Hidden device detection can also be done via observation of packet flow
and network traffic [14, 29, 40, 45]. Hidden device detection calls into consideration the question of open set versus
closed set, and work has been done to detect devices not in the set such as malicious devices [21, 35].Work has been
done to generally secure a collection of IoT devices on a network from malicious adversaries [13, 30, 33, 48, 49].
Authencation can also happen between two devices utilizing the ambient electromagnetic signals in the room, as
shown in AEROKEY [27]. In an adversarial setting, DroneTrace was developed in order to track and identify
malicious drones [28]. Millimeter wave signals are utilized to pierce the drone case.

Compared to existing work, our work can be applied to offline IoT devices without active stimulation of the devices
nor radio (packet transmission) and/or memory activities.

10 CONCLUSIONS
Digitus is a fingerprinting system that utilizes emanations from the processor’s clock to characterize IoT devices
and authenticate at range. This system removes the reliance on transmitter modules, the specific wireless
modulation in the spectrum, and the need for complex memory, approaches utilized in previous work. We
demonstrate through various sensitivity analyses the applicability of Digitus in a wide range of IoT scenarios.
Additionally, we show Digitus’s applicability to several IoT applications such as hidden device detection. Digitus
is a new authentication method that can provide a low-overhead solution for many low-power IoT devices in the
rapidly growing world of IoT.
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APPENDICES

A CODE
The link below contains the feature extraction code and the Random Forest classifier used in Digitus.
https://github.com/ssysarch/digitus
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